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in response to congressional concerns', the Uationts
ocean research/survey zleet was reviewed, and information was
co2piied on the fleet's costs and operations.
Findinqs/Conclusions: managing and operatizg ocean
research/survsy vessels is still highly decntralized throughout
the Pedarl Government. Federal occanic activities are conducted
by 21 organizations in 6 departments ard 5 agencies. There is no
overall Government-wide guidance, limited review of cperations,
and no formal system to assess the necessary leels of
operations or to plan needed assets tor a raticmal program. This
fraqgentation has contributed to inefficient use of the eation's
ocean research/survey fleet. ilsu, izbdeguate vessel acacunting
standards make it difficult to coapare costs for similar
services from other sources. A comparative analya., with foreign
oceanoqrap 'ic capabilities showed that the Sovie.t Union, France,
and the Uaited Kingdom have centralized management and
cornprehensive ocean policies. Although the Soviet Union has
achieved a great deal ii oceanographic research, the quality of
the U.S. effort is still superior. becommendations: Until a
coaprehensive national ocean policy is established, the Congress
should desiqnate a siungle manager fox Government-wide civilian
agency ocearoirapkic vessel operations who will insure that:
uniform operat.ions policies and procedures are established for
monitoring vessel activities, effective management o1 elisting
vessels is accomplished, viable alternatives are considered
before authorizing new vessel construction, and standardized
vessel accounting procedures are established and maintained. An
alternative to a single manager would te a Government-wide 'Pleet
Allocation Council. Ith Secretary of Cefense should direct the
Secretary of the Navy to reorganize and consolidate management



of all Navy ocaanographic activities under a single saasger, and
to asist coordinatina ui!.h the designated civilian manager. The
Secretary of Commerce should direct the Adrinistrator of the
lationaal Oceanic and Ataospheric daministratico to review its
vessel operations policies to ersuce that vessels are used as
Gfficientlf y as possible. (HTE)



REPORT BY THE

Comptroller General
OF THE UNITED STATES

Need For Improving Management
Of U.S. Oceanographic Assets

The Chairman, Subcommittee on Oceano-
graphy, House Committee on Merchant
Marine and Fisheries, because of congres
sional concern over use of the ocean at.a
its possible contribution to improving
world peace and the quality of life, re-
quested that GAO review the Nation'c
ocean research/survey f'ret and compile in-
formation on its cost and operations.

The United States has no comprehensive
national ocean program or plan. Federal
oceanic activities are conducted by 21
organizations in 6 departments and 5
agencies. As a result, oceanographic vessels
operated to support these activities are
funded, operated, and managed !ndepend-
ently of one another. No single agency is
responsible for the overall coordination or
management of the fleet or its operations.
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COMPTROLLER 0ilENERAL OF THE UNITED TrAT'E

WNHINGTON. D.C OM

B-145099

The Honorable John Breaux
Chairman, Subcommittee on Oceanoqraphy
House Committee on Mirchant Marine
and Fisheries

House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman.

In response to your January 9, 1978, request and
subsequent d'scussions with your office, we reviewed the
operations of the Nation's oceanographic r:-iedrch/surve}
fleet. This report identifies some of the problems noted and
addresses the need for improving management of U.S. oceano-
graphic assets.

At your request, we did not take additional time to
obtain formal agency comments on the matters discussed.in the
report. The matters covered in the report, however, were
discussed with agency officials and their comments are incor-
porated where appropriate.

We are sending copies of this report to the Director,
Office of Management and Budget, the heads of departments and
agencies whose programs we discuss, Members of Congress, and
other interested parties.

Sincerely yours,

ACTING Comptroller Gene a
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S REPORT NEE' FOR IMPROVING MANAGEMENT
TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON OF U.S. OCEANOGRAPHIC ASSETS
OCEANOGRAPHY
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON MERCHANT
MARINES AND FISHERIES

DIGEST

A lack of a coordinated and definitfve U.S.
Government ocean policy, proliferation of
ocean related programs and vesseis, and an
increasing number of nations using the
oceans has led to fragmentation of important
ocean affairs an; maxine science activities.
The United S aates finds itself in a position
of relative declire in ocean research/survey
vessels.

There has been little incentive for Federal
agencies to communicate and coordinate with
each other on their oceanographic operations,
and there has been litt.e change in the Rms-
sion oriented attitudes of agencies.

Managing and operating ocear research/survey
vessels is still highly decentralized through-
out the Federal Government. There is no over-
all Government-wide guidance and each agency
continues to operate independently. There is
also only limited review of oceanographic ves-
sel operations outside the individual agencies.
There is no formal system to assess and deter-
mine the necessary levels of vessel operations
or to plan needed oceanographic vessel assets
for an overall U.S. national program.

Further, incomplete and inadequate vessel ac-
counting standards make it difficult to deter-
mine and compare vessel costs for similar serv-
ices from agencies and commercial sources.
Hence, it is difficult to determine how and
by whom oceanographic vessels should be oper-
ated to ensure efficiency and economy to the
Government.

This fragmented and decentralized use of
oceanographic vessels has created a lack of
overall management control and contributed
to inefficient and uneconomical use of the
Nation's ocean research/survey fleet. A com-
parative analysis of U.S. and foreign ocean-
ographic capabilities showed that the Soviet
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Union, France, and the United Kingdom have
centralized management of their oceanic ac-
tivities and vessel operations and have de-
signed comprehensive ocean policies. GAO
also noted that the Soviet Union has achieved
remarkable accomplishments in developing its
ocean science activities and currently oper-
ates a fleet of over 200 oceanographic ves-
sels. In spite of the massive Soviet effort,
most experts agree that the quality of j.S.
oceanographic research is superior. -h#

Agencies operating oceanographic resea h
vessels agree that more effectiye use of
oceanographic resources should be accom-
plished. They disagree, however, with the
concept of centralized management because of
differing agency missions and oceanographic
programs.

By addressing these problems from a
Government-wide rather than independent view-
point, the Congress would be able to better
determine what the Nation's vessel requ]k'e-
ments are and how to satisfy such require-
ments economically and efficiently.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Until a comprehensive national ocean policy is
established, the Congress should designate a
single manager for coordinated and efficient
Government-wide civilian agency oceanographic
vessel operations This single manager should
have the responsibility and authority to insure
that:

-- Uniform operations policies and procedures
are established for monitoring all oceano-
graphic vessel activities so that priority
needs are met and duplication of efforts
is avoided.

--Effective management and use of existing ves-
sels is accomplished to avoid unnecessary
construction of new iessels.

-- All viable alternatives, such as leasing or
conversion of old hulls are considered be-
fore authorizing new vessel construction.
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-- Standardized and uniform vessel accounting
procedures are established and maintained.

An alternative choice to a single manager
would be e Government-wide Fleet Allocation
Co.uncil which could be composed of oceano-
graphic vessel manaygrs from the agencies
that operate oceanographi. ships, and which
would have the same authority as a single
manager.

The Secretary of Defense should direct the

Secretary of the Navy to reorganize and
consolidate management of all Navy ocean-
ographic activities under the Oceanographer
of the Navy or another designated single
manager, and to assist and improve coordina-
tion with the designated civilian manager

to maximize the utilization of all U.S.
oceanographic vessels.

The Secretary of Commerce should direct the

Administrator of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration to review its

vessel operations policies to ensure that
vessels are used as economically and effi-

ciently as possible.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Chairman, Subcommittee on Oceanoqraphy, House
Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee, requested that we
expand an ongoing review of the Nation's ocean research/
survey fleet and compile information on the fleet's cost and
operations.

Because of concern over the use of the ocean and its pos-
sible contribution to improving world pelce and the quality of
life, the Senate on February 19, 1974, unanimously passed
Senate Resolution 222 authorizing the Senate Committee on
Commerce to undertake a National Ocean Policy Study. On Feb-
ruary 28, 1974, the Chairman of the Senate Committee on Com-
merce requested that we obtain information on Federal agen-
cies administering programs related to marine science activi-
ties and oceanic affairs.

On February 25, 1975, we issued to the Congress our first
report entitled "Federal Agencies Administering Programs Re-
lated to Marine Science Activities and Oceanic Affairs"
(GGD-75-61). This report discussed and described Federal
ocean programs and concluded that 22 activities in 6 depart-
ments and 5 agencies were conducting marine science activi-
ties at a cost of over $1.6 billion in 1975. The expenditures
for Federal oceanic programs were projected to be nearly
$2 billion in 1977.

On October 10, 1975, we issued a second report to the
Congress entitled "Need for a National Ocean Program and
Plan" (GGD-75-97;. Thi3 report discussed problems that hin-
dered effective Federal management of marine science activi-
ties and oceanic affairs and described attempts to achieve
coordination in Federal oceanic programs. We pointed out
that experts disagreed oul the effectiveness of the Federal
ocean programs and that it was doubtful that the resources
of the departments and agencies were being applied in a man-
ner to best serve national purposes.

In this third report on Federal oceanic affairs, we
address the problems associated with operating federally
owned and/or funded ocean research and survey vessels and
provide a comparative analysis of U.S. and foreign ocean-
ographic fleets.

DESCRIPTION OF THE NATION'S
OCEANOGRAPHIC FLEET

Research and mapping at sea requires ships equipped with
laboratories, winches, special navigation equipment,
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computers, and other equipment which make them suitable for
oceanographic work. Once in operation, these vessels must be
maintained, and when their useful life is ended, if necessary,
they must be replaced.

Oceanographic vessel uses and related agency missions
can be collectively described under three broad categories--
ocean science, oceanographic and hydrographic surveys, and
ocean engineering and development.

'Oceanography,u the term generally used for ocean sci-
ence, consists of many disciplines, such as physics, chemis-
try, geology and geophysics, biology, and mathematics, that
are used to obtain knowledge about a broad variety of envi-
ronmental parameters. Such parameters include understanding
the relation between ocean circulation patterns and living
resources and the relation between underwater acoustics and
national security issues involving submarine warfare.

Mapping and charting programs consist primarily of ocean-
ographic and hydrographic vessel surveys and the production of
charts for all ocean areas. These charts are used by the
mariner and the merchant marine to provide for safe naviga-
tion, and by the Department of Defense for national security
purposes. Data is collected in U.S. and foreign coastal
areas to satisfy hydrographic chart requirements, while the
Department of the Navy collects deep ocean mapping and chart-
ing data to satisfy both the merchant marine and national
security requirements.

Ocean engineering programs in both the civilian and
military oceanographic communities consist of such things as
research and development programs in underseas search, sal-
vage, diving, construction, medicine, and oceanographic in-
strumentation. These programs also include capabilities re-
lated to the analysis of offshore oil drilling and the po-
tential for tapping the ocean's thermal energy.

In 1977, over $126 million was spent to operate and
maintain the Nation's oceanographic fleet. The fleet is
composed of 60 oceanographic research vessels and 21 survey
vessels, which are oDerated and/or funded within Federal
departments primarily by the

-- Oceanographer of the Navy,

--National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)

--United States Coast Guard (USCG), and

-- National St ence Foundation (NSF).
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The Oceanographer of the Navy operates a fleet of 12
vessels, which consist of 9 coastal hydrographic and deep
ocean survey vessels and 3 oceanographic research vessels.
The Navy uses oceanographic vessels primarily for national
security purposes, but it also shares technological data
with other agencies and supports basic ocean research in
some academic institutions.

The NOAA research/survey fleet currently consists of
24 vessels, making it the Nation's largest nonmilitary fleet
under one manager. These vessels are designed and equipped
to conduct hydrographic and marine geophysical surveys,
oceanographic investigations, coastal circulatory and eco-
logical studies, and scientific and fishing research.

USCG currently operates a fleet of six icebreakers.
As noted in table 1, on pages 13 and 14, one of these ice-
breakers is planned for retirement in 1978. These vessels
represent the sole U.S. capability for transit of ice cov-
ered surface waters in the polar regions. They are used to
facilitate transportation, provide a national defense capa-
bility, and support other agencies' activities in the Arctic
and Antarctic. These icebreakers are also used by organiza-
tions which wish to conduct oceanographic research or data
gathering. Primary users are the Navy and NSF. USCG
also operates one ice reinforced vessel, the USCG Evergreen
which is primarily dedicated to support of the International
Ice Patrol and other USCG missions.

NSF provides the primary support for the federally funded
academic operated research fleet. Currently, this fleet con-
sists of 28 ships that are operated by 15 different institu-
tions. Twenty of the ships were constructed with Federal
funds and 14 are still owned by the Federal Government (10 by
the Navy and 4 by NSF). Use of these ships is coordinated
through the University National Oceanographic Laboratory Sys-
tem (UNOLS), which was set up by the academic community.

Other agencies and activities, such as U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) and the Navy's undersea surveillance office,
operate 10 of the ocean research and survey vessels to con-
duct research and charting related to their missions.

SCOPE OF REVIEW

We reviewed the management of oceanographic vessel oper-

ations and programs at the following departments and agencies:

--Department of Commercc.

-- Department of the Interior.

3



-- Department of the Navy.

-- Department of Transportation.

--NSF.

We also visited Government laboratories and academic
institutions that operate and/or receive Federal support foroceanographic vessels and programs. In addition, we visited
several international organizations and hydrographic and
oceanographic activities in France and the United Kingdom.
We also made a comparative analysis of U.S. and foreign
oceanographic fleets.

4



CHAPTER 2

ISSUES AND PROBLEMS IN MANAGING

THE NATION'S OCEANOGRAPHIC FLEET

The United States has no comprehensive national ocean
program or plan. Federal oceanic activities are conducted by
21 organizations in 6 departments and 5 agencies. (See app.
II.) As a result, vessels operated to support these activi-
ties are independently funded, operated, and managed. No
single agency is responsible for the overall coordination or
management of the fleet or its operations; there are no
Government-wide policies or procedures for agencies to follow.

INTERAGENCY;COORDINATION HAS NOT
BEEN EFFECTIVE

Two methods have been tried to achieve interagency coor-
dinationt The first was the Interagency Committee on Marine
Science and Engineering created in April 1971, which provided
a forum for information exchange. This committee, however,
did not have authority to (1) determine what programs should
be undertaken, (2) establish priorities, or (3) decide the
amount of resources. The second attempt provided for bilat-
eral and multilateral agreements among agencies on specific
areas of mutual interest.

We found that these methods were not successful and
there has been a fragmented and often uncoordinated effort i~
managing Federal oceanographic vessels. The following state
ment best describes the situation.

** * * The existing Federal oceans program lacks
both clearly defined objectives and top-level sup-
port. As a result, individual ocean policy de-
cisions made within the existing fragmented Fed-
eral structure are uncoordinated, often have di-
rectly competing objectives, and clearly fail to
maximize the potential of our ocean activities.
Lack of strong high-level support for ocean ac-
tivities within the executive branch virtually
guarantees low visibility, low budgets, and less
than optimal results. * * *" 1/

1/From the national ocean policy study, inserted in the Con-
gressional Record on April 13, 1976.
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In examining the records of the various agencies and
departments managing and operating oceanographic vessels we
found numerous examples of uncoordination, as well as a de-
cline in the U.S. capability to conduct ocean research aboard
federally owned and supported vessels.

For instance, because of budgetary constraints, from
1970-76 Navy officials decided to lease eight of their
ocean research vessels to six foreign countries, one Federal
agency and one U.S. university, rather than place capable
vessels in mothballs. These ships and their recipients are
shown below.

Ship Rccipient

Gillis (T-AGOR-4) University of Miami
Davis (T-AGOR-5) New Zealand
Eltanin (T-AGOR-8) Argentina
Keathley (T-AGS-35) Taiwan
Kellar (T-AGS-251 Portugal
Sands (T-AGOR-6) Brazil
Lee (T-AGS-31) USGS
Gibbs (T-AGOR-1) Greece

While the Navy was leasing these ships at no cost to
foreign countries, NSF was constructing several new ocean re-
search vessels. Further, in 1974 NSF entered into a 5-year
agreement with the Argentine Navy to conduct research on the
Eltanin (T-AGOR-8) which the Navy leased to Argentina in
1973. Before fiscal year 1974, this ship had been operated
by the Navy and NSF under an interagency agreement. NSF offi-
cials stated that other.ice strengthened vessels were not
available for charting the Antartic coast oceans and it was
more economical to enter into a 5-year agreement with the
Argentine Navy.

When we reviewed the NSF/Argentine Navy agreement, we
found that the cost to use the Eltanin was $1 million in
1976--equal to the same daily cost incurred by the U.S. Navy
when they operated the vessel in 1974.

USGS officials stated that they had attempted to obtain
the Navy owned vessel, Sands (T-AGOR-6), but when they learned
that the Navy sould declare it surplus, it had already been
given to Brazil.

USGS officials also stated that they were also having
difficulty in obtaining time in federally funded and/or owned
university operated research vessels. Officials of UNOLS,
which coordinates the activities of university operated ves-
sels, told us that academic institutions were concerned about
denying their own staff time at sea by giving up a ship to
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USGS. Although UNOLS officials said that they were not 
in

the business of providing ships for lease, we found 
that aca-

demic institutiois had leased ships to the U.S. Navy, 
Ameri-

can Telephone and Telegraph, and, with Navy concurrence, 
a

large Navy owned ocean research vessel was used for the pro-

duction of a commercial motion picture.

A U.S. Navy vessel utilization study pointed out that 
in

1975 there were about 1,500 unscheduled ship days 
available

for 19 academic ships they analyzed. Yet, during this same

period, NOAA spent over $4.3 million to reactivate three

ships they had mothballed in '73. These three ships were

reactivated in response to a L ecial energy appropriation 
to

conduct research on the Alaskan outer continental shelf. 
It

appears that federally owned and/or funded ships with 
similar

capabilities as those required by NOAA were available 
and

could have been used.

Because of the lack of coordination, it appears that

some agencies are mothballing and giving ships up at 
the same

time that other agencies are building or leasing ships 
to

meet priority oceanographic research needs. When we .,es-

tioned various agency officials about why individual 
agencies

do not coordinate their research and survey programs, 
one

official stated:

"Until such time as there is an overall coordi-
nated national oceanographic program directed

toward meeting national needs, I can see little

se- e in trying to coordinate the operation of

research ships that are dedicated to carrying

out the work at sea for separate, specific, and

almost totally uncoordinated projects."

ACTION NEEDED TO ENSURE MORE EFFECTIVE
hAN-GEMENT AND USE OF U.S.
OCEANOGRAPHTC FLEET

We analyzed the capability, cost, condition, and use

of the Federal oceanographic fleet, Table 1 on pages 13 and

14 provides statistical data on the length, age, condition,

desired retirement date, and special capabilities of each

vessel. Table 2 on pages 15 and 16 provides a summary of

data as furnished by the various agencies on the daily 
oper-

ation cost and use of each vessel for fiscal years 1976.

1977, and 1978.

In collecting and analyzing this data we identified 
a

number of problems which need to be addressed to achieve

effective management and use of the U.S. fleet. We believe

that for the most part these problems result from the 
lack
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of coordination between responsible Federal agencies and the
lack of a unified national ocean policy.

The major problems noted were:

-- The lack of a single manager of all U.S. oceanographic
vessels.

--The lack of uniform vessel acccounting standards.

--The lack of coordination within the Department of the
Navy.

-- Ineffective management of NOAA's vessel activities.

Need for a single manager of all
U.S. oceanographic vessels

Because their is no single manager or department respon-
sible for the management of the Nation's oceanographic ves-
sels there is no formal system to assess and determine the
necessary level of vessel operations or to plan for the re-
placement, upgrading, or retrofit of oceanographic vessels.
Each agency operating oceanographic vessels is concerned only
with satisfying its own mission needs without regard for na-
tional needs.

The ocean science community recognized this problem,
and in 1975 the Chairman of the Federal Council for Science
and Technology requested the Center for Naval Analysis (CNA)
to study the projected adequacy of the U.S. ocean science
assets for Federal oceanic programs.

The subsequent CNA report entitled "The Capital Struc-
ture For Ocean Science," dated March 1975, pointed out that:

--Because of the lack of ship operating funds, federally
operated vessels were underutilized, and optimal uti-
lization levels should be developed and maintained.

--The lack of a systematic program for planning vessel
replacements could mean serious shortfalls in the
1980s, when a number of federally owned ships will be
retired.

--Given the leadtime involved in replacing retired ves-
sels, the conversion of existing hulls nd5/er leasing
may help meet increased vessel demand.
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Our analysis of the data supports the earlier CNA
findings; therefore, we conclude that these same problems
still exist. We compared several groups of oceanographic
vessels of comparable size and capabilities from Navy, NOAA,
and the academic fleet, and found that NOAA's vessels were
underutilized and that economies could have been achieved by
increasing their days at sea. We also noted that academic
vessels had ship days available as a result of funding defi-
ciencies.

On the basis of agency projections and our analysis of
the current overall condition of U.S. vessels, we believe
that there will be a nsed to replace many oceanographic ves-
sels in the 1980s. Given the leadtime involved in replacing
vessels, we agree with the CNA recommendation that converting
existing hulls and/or leasing may help meet vessel demand.

To guarantee effective management and use of Federal ves-
sels, a single manager or a formally coordinated group of ves-
sel managers from the agencies involved should be appointed.
This manager or group of managers could assess and deter-
mine total U.S. oceanographic needs on the basis of the re-
quirements of all marine science and oceanographic programs
managed within the respective agencies. This would also en-
sure that a replacement policy and efficient procedures for
sharing vessel assets could be developed.

Because of agency accounting inconsistencies, however,
it would be difficult for a Government-wide manager or man-
agers to determine the efficiency and economy of various ves-
sels without first establishing uniform accounting standards.

Need to establish uniform
vessel accounting standards

Cost is a major consideration in evaluating most Govern-
ment operations, and oceanographic vessel operations are no
exception. If derived benefits and vessel efficiency are to
be determined from associated costs, then it is imperative
that agencies properly identify what costs are associated
with operating their oceanographic vessels. There should be
enough similarity among the various agency systems to allow
for reasonable cost comparisons.

We found that each activity operating federally owned or
funded oceanographic vessels used a different standard for
defining and accounting for vessel days at sea and for deter-
mining the associated cost per day, and that these different
standards could distort realistic cost comparisons. For ex-
ample, when we reviewed the records at NSF we found that
there were no accounting guidelines for comparing costs among
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the various academic institutions. Our analysis also showed
that one agency had understated vessel costs by at least 39
percent or $1,500 a day for 2 fiscal years. This resulted
from excluding personnel and equipment costs for some proj-
ects.

Therefore, the vessel costs per day listed in table 2 on
pages 15 and 16 could be unrealistic for comparison purposes
because of the different methods agencies use to determine
costs.

We believe a uniform accounting standard that would clas-
sify and account for all direct and indirect vessel costs
should be established. This standard could provide ccst com-
parability on an item-by-item basis and also for total vessel
operating costs. For example, crew salaries and fringe ben-
efits could be accounted for under one cost category, while
costs such as equipment, fuel, and maintenance would be ac-
counted for under other cost categories.

With the exception of NSF, all the agencies involved
agreed that uniform vessel accounting standards should be de-
signed and implemented. NSF stated that as a matter of pol-
icy they do not develop accounting guidelines for federally
supported academic vessels, but rely upon the Office of Man-
agement and Budget to set policy and procedures on cost de-
termination for university grantees. We disagree with NSF's
policy and believe that use of uniform accounting standards
could help vessel managers determine which vessel or vessels
are most economical and efficient for various oceanographic
programs.

Need for better coordination of oceanic
activities within the Navy

The Navy's oceanographic program is divided into three
functional areas: ocean science, ocean engineering, and
oceanographic operations, which includes environmental pre-
diction services. While these functional areas are concerned
primarily with the Navy's national security role, they are
also an important part of the overall Federal oceanographic
effort. Because the Navy is involved in most aspects of
ocean research, it makes major contributions to the total
Federal effort, and therefore inherently shares the respon-
sibility for the increasing Federal civil and military activ-
ities.

In 1975, the Secretary of the Navy issued a directive
to consolidate the naval oceanographic program and its re-
sources under a single manager--the Oceanographer of the
Navy--and to integrate it with other national oceanographic
efforts. The purpose of this was to ensure that Navy
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oceanographic programs would be as economic and efficient aspossible and would cooperate with other Federal agencies inunderstanding and exploiting the oceans, coasts, and seabeds
for economic, scientific, social, and political gains. Thisdirective, however, has never beet fully implemented.

During our review of the Navy's oceanographic programwe found that there was no centralized management or coordi-nation for Department of the Navy ocean programs. As a re-sult, there often is inefficient and uncoordinated program
and vessel management.

For example, funding was provided to the Naval Ocean-ographic Office, the Naval Research Laboratory, and the NavalOceanographic Research Development Activity for acousticpropagation research and studies as part of the Navy's anti-submarine warfare effort. We were informed by the Director
of one of the Navy's classified operational activities thatbecause of the lack of acoustic propagation support within
the Navy, he contracted with an industrial firm.

In another instance, Navy scientists at the Naval Ocean-ographic Office and Naval Oceanographic Research Development
activity designed an efficient and economical antisubmarinewarfare magnetic anomaly detection filter for use in classi-fied operations. According to Navy officials, tent resultsfrom previous research indicated that this particular tech-nique and filter design was ideal for operational use. Docu-ments we reviewed indicated that Navy operational unitsrequested additional procurement and testing; however, be-
cause funding was being used for testing other techniques inanother Navy command, the project was stopped.

We also noted that even though the Oceanographer of theNavy is designated as the central manager for all oceano-graphic vessels and resources, the Navy Research Laboratory,still under the authority of the Office of Naval Research,continues to use basic research and development funds for an
expensive ocean research vessel, the USNS Hayes, while ves-sel resources and funding deficiencies existed for higherpriority defense related oceanographic operations.

The Vice Chief of Naval Operations, in September 1977,directed that an evaluation be made of the naval oceano-
graphic program. A resulting Navy study pointed out thatoceanography within the Department of the Navy was not coor-dinated and cited a Naval Audit Report that described thenaval oceanographic program as fragmented. We agree withthese findings and believe that all naval oceanographic func-tions should be consolidated under a single manager.
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Need for improving NOAA's vessel management

We found that there are no reviews of the oceanographic
research/survey projects being planned or conducted by Fed-
eral agencies or universities outside of the Department of
the Navy. Officials agreed that although there is informal
coordination, there is a potential for duplication of effort.

We also found in at least two instances that high cost
vessels were assigned to projects that are normally assigned
to low cost vessels. NOAA officials said that because of
higher priority work and ship maintenance requirements, the
less costly vessels were unava.i&ale. The more expensive ves-
sels, however, were used wiLiout attempting to obtain more
economical vessels from other agencies -- the private sec-
tor.

Further examination of NOAA vessel operations revealed
that NOAA program managers were leasing vessels without the
knowledge of NOAA's Office of Fleet Operations. When we
questioned Office officials about NOAA's lease and charting
costs, they could only provide us with a "best estimate" of
these costs. We believe this results from the lack of effec-
tive centralized control over vessel operations within NOAA.
We noticed that a NOAA circular dated July 25, 1974, required
program managers to coordinate vessel leasing but when we
questioned several managers, they stated they were unaware of
this directive. One manager indicated that he would not re-
quest vessel time as long as they have their own funds for
vessel leasing.

In commenting on our findings, NOAA officials stated
that not knowing other agencies' project plans and operations
for vessels is a common problem, as is the use of high cost
vessels on projects that could be assigned to low cost ves-
sels. These officials also stated, however, that NOAA is
prepared to work with other Federal agencies for more effi-
cient vessel management in the Nation's oceanographic pro-
grams.

In regard to NOAA's management of vessel leasing and

charters, NOAA officials said that they recently completed
a review of this problem and have issued a new directive in
an attempt to better control vessel leasing and charter
management.

12
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CHAPTER 3

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF U.S. AND FOREIGN

OCEANOGRAPHIC CAPABILITIES

For the 20 years following World War II, the U.S. Navy
provided the principal worldwide support and leadership for
ocean programs in both ocean science and engineering. The
Navy's program was essentially the U.S. national program.

Beginning in 1950 other agencies, such as NSF, estab-
lished ocean science programs, reducing the need for the Navy
to support similar efforts. While this was taking place,
other national priorities such as the "space race" between the
Soviet Union and the United States began to draw attention
and support away from the developing national ocean program.
Hence, the United States while maintaining Federal oceanic
activities, does not have a well coordinated and comprehen-
sive national ocean policy or program. In contrast--because
scientific and technological advances rince World War II have
demonstrated that the world's oceans are a major exploitable
source for living and nonliving resources such as fish, oil,
and metals--other major foreign maritime nations have ex-
panded their national efforts in ocean science and engineer-
ing and have coordinated comprehensive national ocean poli-
cies and programs.

SOVIET OCEANS DEVELOPMENT

The Soviet Union, some 20 years ago, recognized the im-
portance of the oceans as a source of animal protein and raw
materials, and the economic value of the merchant marine in
an era of expanding trade. It also recognized the politi-
cal and national security (strategic) value of the oceans.
Accordingly, a carecully designed ocean policy was estab-
lished. Measured i; terms of scientific personnel and ocean-
ographic vessels, the United States was the world's leader in
oceanography until the early 1960s when the Russian program
of excpansion got well underway, In 1964, a delegation of
American scientists visiting the Soviet Union reported that
the Soviets were operating oceanographic survey ships of
50,000 tons compared with 60,000 tons in the United States
and there were only 700 Soviet scientists compared to 1,500
in the United States.

By 1974, the number of ocean scientists and supporting
technicians in the Urited States cotaled between 2,000 and
3,000, while the Soviet Union was estimated to have between
7,000 and 8,000. Experts pointed out that the real differ-
ence is in the number of Soviet technicians; the number of
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scientists in the two countries may not differ very much if
at all. However, when comparing the relative strength of the
two countries with worldwide oceanographic capabilities, the
Soviet Union is known to have built over 200 oceanographic
vessels, including 70 vessels of over 1,000 gross weight tons,
compared to 39 built by the United States. Further, experts
indicate that the Soviet Union has continued to improve its
oceanographic resources with construction of new ships, qual-
itative improvements in its research fleet, and continued
influx of trained oceanographic technicians to supplement
their trained scientists.

According to the ocean science community, however, the
Soviet Union is known to be behind the United States in in-
strumentation technology, a vital part of oceanography that
enables scientists to collect and interpret data. Also,
Russian oceanographers do not have sophisticated ship borne
computers and other advanced ocean science equipment. One
American scientist who worked aboard a Soviet oceanographic
vessel during a joint U.S./U.S.S.R. program said that the
Russians need oceanographic instrumentation technology and
want such joint efforts so that they can obtain and use
American made oceanographic instrumentation.

The one area in which the Soviets clearly surpass the
U.S. oceanographic effort is polar research. The Soviet Union
has at least four arctic stations with scientific personnel
supported by a number of polar research ships. In contrast,
the United States occasionally supports one arctic ice flow
station and has only one ship committed to polar research.

Hydrography is another area where Soviet ocean capabil-
ities are expanding. According to the International Hydro-
graphic Organization Annual Yearbook for 1978, the Soviets
possess a fleet of 60 hydrographic vessels as compared to 21
possessed by the United States.

In summary, it appears that the remarkable oceanographic
accomplishments of the Soviet Union have come about from a
comprehensive national ocean policy and program. Experts
point out that Soviet achievements are the result of clearly
defined objectives and coordination and centralization at
high organizational levels in the Government and the party.
In contrast, responsibility for ocean science activities in
the United States are widely scattered and often uncoordi-
nated. In spite of the massive Soviet effort, however, most
experts agree that the quality of U.S. oceanographic research
is superior.

18



FRENCH AND UNITED KINGDOM OCEANS DEVELOPMENT

The United Kingdom and France are also dependent on oceanresources, and have also recognized the importance of oceanicaffairs and world competition involved in the exploration and
exploitation of marine resources.

In 1967, the French Government, in implementing a compre-
hensive ocean policy and program, created a National Centerfor the Exploitation of the Oceans (CNEXO). Before CNEXO wascreated, France had more than 100 laboratories, activities,
and services individually concerned with oceanography. Toavoid program duplication or fragmentation, the French Govern-ment created CNEXO to coordinate all of its oceanographic
efforts, including oceans policy, oceanographic vessel manage-ment, ocean program development and management, and the train-ing of scientists and engineers in ocean exploration.

We noted that CNEXO is responsible for managing allFrench civilian oceanographic vessel operations. Through cen-tralized management they have achieved an average of over 275
days at sea for their ships, thereby achieving an optimalvessel utilization rate. On the basis of data we were given,
their vessel costs are similar to the costs of U.S. vesselsthat have high utilization rates.

We found that while the French Navy does not have oceanprograms comparable in size and scope to those of the UnitedStates, all oceanographic vessels and programs are managed bythe French Navy Hydrographer.

In 1965, the British established the Natural Environ-
mental Research Council, which is similar to CNEXO. Thecouncil is responsible for all civilian scientific activitiesin the United Kingdom, and like CNEXO, it manages all theBritish civilian oceanographic vessels. Their vessel utiliza-
tion rates are also efficient, averaging over 260 days a yearwith costs that are comparable to U.S. oceanographic ships.

We found that the British also had centralized manage-ment of their defense oceanic efforts under the British Hy-drographer.

In contrast to some foreign powers, the United States,
while maintaining some of its leadership role in the ocean-graphic areas, needs to improve the effectiveness of itsocean programs through better management. While foreignoceanic management successes do not necessarily imply a needfor restructuring U.S. oceans management along the same lines,we believe that the United States could better use its oce-anic resources through a unified national ocean program.
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Ocean policies or the lack thereof could have repercussions
on future international relations. Ocean science experts in
several international organizations pointed out that developing
countries do not have oceanographic or hydrographic capabil-
ities, and to adequately generate economic development, avoid
maritime shipping casualties, and maintain pollution control
they will need to establish oceanographic programs. Thus, the
United States will probably want to maintain the capability to
help countries desiring assistance in the oceanographic area.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

The lack of a coordinated and definitive national ocean
policy and the proliferation of ocean related programs and
vessels together with the rapid growth of ocean users has
led to continued fragmentation of ocean affairs and func-
tions. As a result, the United States is in a position of
relative decline in oceanographic vessel resources.

For many years agencies have been concerned with meeting
their individual oceanographic vessel needs. This has pro-
vided little incentive for individual agencies to communicate
and coordinate with each other about vessel operations. As
vessel usage and cost has increased, there has been little
change in the agencies' attitudes.

Our review of the Nation's oceanographic fleet clearly
shows that managing and operating ocean research/survey ves-
sels is still highly decentralized throughout the Federal
Government. In fact, each agency continues to operate in-
dependently with no overall Government-wide guidance. There
is also only a very limited review of oceanographic vessel
operations outside the individual agencies. At the same
time, there are no formal or systematic plans to assess and
determine the necessary levels of vessel operations or to de-
termine the level of needed oceanographic vessel assets for
an overall U.S. national program.

Further, incomplete and inadequate vessel accounting
standards make it difficult to determine and compare vessel
costs for similar services from agencies and commercial
sources. Hence, it is difficult to determine how and by whom
oceanographic vessels should be operated to ensure efficiency
and economy to the Government.

We believe this fragmented and decentralized use of
oceanographic vessels has created a lack of overall manage-
ment control and contributed to inefficient and uneconomical
use of the Nation's ocean research/survey fleet.

Agencies operating oceanographic research vessels agree
that more effective use of oceanographic resources should be
accomplished. They disagree, however, with the concept of
centralized management because of differing agency missions
and oceanographic programs. We believe that by addressing
these problems from a Government-wide view point rather than
independently, the Congress would be able to better determine
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what the Nation's vessel requirements are and how best to
satisfy such requirements economically and efficiently until
a comprehensive U.S. national ocean policy is developed. The
Congress would also be aware of where the u'nited States
strengths and weaknesses are in oceanographic assets and capa-
bilities.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Until a comprehensive national ocean policy is estab-
lished, we recommend that the Congress designate a single
manager for coordinated and efficient Government-wide civil-
ian agency oceanographic vessel operations. This manager
should have the authority to insure that:

--Uniform operations policies and procedures are estab-
lished for monitoring all oceanographic vessel activ-
ities so that priority needs are met and duplica-
tion of efforts are avc.ded.

--Effective management and use of existing vessels is
accomplished to avoid unnecessary construction of new
vessels.

--All viable alternatives, such as leasing or conversion
of old hulls are considered before authorizing new
vessel construction.

--Standardized and uniform vessel accounting procedures
are established and maintained.

An alternative choice to a single manager would be a
Government-wide Fleet Allocation Council which would be made
up of oceanographic vessel managers from the agencies that
operate oceanographic ships, and which would have the same
authority as a single manager.

We also recommend that:

-- The Secretary of Defense direct the Secretary of the
Navy to reorganize and consolidate management of all
Navy oceanographic activities under the Oceanographer
of the Navy or another designated single manager, and
to assist and improve coordination with the designated
civilian manager to maximize use of all U.S. oceano-
graphic vessels.

--The Secretary of Commerce direct the Administrator,
NOAA, to review NOAA's vessel operations policies to
ensure that vessels are used as economically and effi-
ciently as possible.
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The Honorable Elmer B. Staats
Comptroller General of the
United States

General Accounting Office
441 G Street
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Staats:

I am aware that GAO is currently undertaking a study on
the degree of coordination of the United States' ocean survey
fleet. The Subcommittee on Oceanography is planning in this
session of Congress to conduct oversight hearings on our
Nation's oceanographic fleet capability.

As a first step in our investigation, a somewhat expanded
version of the current GAO study would be most helpful. I
would like a detailed inventory of United States' oceanographic
vessels including the age of the vessels and the replacement
policy or any existing or anticipated proposals for replace-
ment, retrofitting or upgrading of these vessels.

Further. I would like to know what the current and pro-
jected time demands are on these vessels and a description of
the operating costs. Perhaps the latter analysis could best
be done on an agency basis in order to reflect the various
manning requirement and the effects of having to utilize
various manning requirements. Also, I am interested in the
general procedure for obtaining vessel time frorn the different
agencies.

Finally, a comparison of the U.S. oceanographic fleet
capability with other major countries with survey fleets would
be useful. Specifically, a comparison between the U.S. and
Soviet oceanographic fleets is of interest.
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I understand that the nature of some of the above infor-
mation would warrant classification. If possible. I would
appreciate the segregation of those portions of the study that
necessitate classification so that the unclassified information
could be used in a public hearing.

Because of your busy schedule and our time requirements,
I am requesting a "white paper" in lieu of the more formal
"blue" report. This paper would have its greatest value to
the Subcommittee if we could have it by IMay 1. During its
preparation, I would appreciate receiving any completed
portions of the study.

Thank you for your cooperation. If you need any further
information, please contact G. W. Smith on the Subcommittee
staff, 225-7508.

Sincerely,

HN BREAUX, Chairman
Subcommittee on Oceanography

JB/bf
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

FEDERAL ACTIVITIES INVOLVED IN OCEANIC AFFAIRS

Department of Commerce:
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Maritime Administration

Department of Transportation:
Coast Guard
Office of Pipeline Safety

Department of Defense:
Department of the Navy
Defense Mapping Agency
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers

Department of the Interior:
Fish and Wildlife Service
National Park Service
Geological Survey
Bureau of Land Management
Bureau of Mines
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
Office of Saline Water
Office of Water Resources Research
Office of Territorial Affairs
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Bureau of Reclamation

National Science Foundation

Environmental Protection Agency

Department of State

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare:
Food and Drug Administration
National Institutes of Health
Office of Education

Atomic Energy Commission

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Smithsonian Institution

(08202)
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